Introduction
Let Q be an open subset ofC^yi^l, and denote by 0(0) and P5H(Q) the class of holomorphic functions on fi. and the class of plurisubharmonic functions on ft, respectively. We do not include functions identically equal to -oo on some component of Q in PSH(S1).
DEFINITION 1.1. -A meromorphic function on Q is a collection (V^ g^ h^i such that (^)»gj is an open covering offi, ^, A(€O(^), ^ 15 not identically equal to 0 on any component of V^ and Qihj = g^ on I^n^. The class of meromorphic functions on Q, is denoted by M(Q).
Remark. -IfF = (V,, g,, h^^eM^), then F is represented by (f^j where y* = ^»7^» at every point in V, where g, is different from 0. Since g^ = ^.h; on V, n ^ we get that f, = /} at every point in V, n ^ where ^ and ^ both are different from 0. Therefore F is represented by / = h^/g^ at every point in ŵ here ^ is different from 0. Now, let / € M(Q) and let / = A,/^ in V, as above. If 2 e ft, then there is an i e I such that z 6 V^ and since h, e 0( V^ we have that A( € L^( V^ for all r such that 1 < r < -h oo. Hence/^eL^Wforallr, 1 < r < + oo. Thiscanbe stated as follows:
If /€M(Q), then given zeQ and r such that 1 ^ r < + oo, there exists a neighbourhood F of z in ft and a function <p€P5H(y) such that
where d\ denotes Lebesgue measure on C". (We have Jv just to put (p = r log \gi\ in V c: V^.)
In this paper we study the converse situation. More precisely: let Q be an open subset of C" and P a subset of Q. Given / e 0(Q \ P) such that for each zeP there exists a neighbourhood V of z in Q, an r, 1 ^ r < + oo, and a function ^>ePSH(V) such that 1/F^dX < 4-oo, find sufficient J^\P conditions on P and r such that this estimate leads to a meromorphic extension of / to 0. Furthermore, if such an extension exists, what can be said about the order of the pole of this extension at a point z e P? (Definition 2.1 explains what we mean by the order of the pole of a meromorphic function at a point.)
I wish to express my gratitude to Christer Kiselman and Urban Cegrell for many helpful discussions and valuable remarks on the subject treated in this paper.
Meromorphic extension
In this section 0 will always denote an open subset of C", n ^ 1. Let Hd enote the ^-dimensional Hausdorff measure on C", or in fact on R 2 ", since this does not involve the complex structure on C". (Cf. L. CARLESON [1] for an introduction to Hausdorff measures.) If (p e PSH(C1) we denote by v,(z) the Leiong number (or density) of (p at z eft (P. LELONG [7] 
where the last inequality follows from the fact that pq' = r, pp' > 2 and |^| ^ 1 in W. Since, by assumption on / and the choice ofg, the right-hand side of this expression is finite, it follows that fg 6 [/(W). So, / has a meromorphic extension to Q, which we also denote by /. The next thing to prove is that the order of the pole of / at ZQ is at most v<p(zo)/(r -2 )-
To do ihis we flrst reca11 a result of SKODA [12, pp. 389-394] which says that ifv(/is plurisubharmonic in an open subset D ofC", then e~^ is summable in a neighbourhood of each point zeD where v^(z) < 2. Thus g-p'v/q' ^ summable in a neighbourhood of ZQ if v,p(zo) < 2^/P'-Hence, we can, shrinking W if necessary, choose g identically equal to one and we get that / is holomorphic in a neighbourhood of ZQ if v^(zo) < 2^/P'-Now, let ZQ € P and assume that v,(^o) ^ 2^7?'-Choose g and h holomorphic in a connected neighbourhood W ofzo contained in V, such g is not identically equal to 0, gf = h in W and the germs ofg and h at ZQ have no common irreductible factor. The last condition on g and h is possible to fulfil since the ring of germs of holomorphic functions at ZQ is a unique factorization domain (L. HORMANDER [5, ^ q^ < 2. Now, let e > 0 be given such that 2 + £ < r and put pi = 2 + e. Choose q^ such that 1/pi -I-l/^i = 1 and choose p' and q' as above with p and q replaced by pi and q^ respectively, and put c = 2^/p'. We have that H^,,({zeU: v,(z) > 2^/P 7 }) = 0 for all E > 0. The function g chosen above does not depend on e and in the same way as before we get that {z e 17: g(z) = 0} <= {z e U: v^(z) ^ Iq'lp'} for all e > 0 and hence [zeU: g(z) = 0} c {zeU: v,(z) ^ r -2}.
Before we proceed we need a lemma.
LEMMA 2.8. -Let D be an open subset of C" and let (p e PSH(D). Suppose that geO(D) is such that \g\~r e^cL^D) for some r > 2. Then H>-(r-2)log\g\€PSH(D).
Before the proof of Lemma 2.8 we continue with the proof of Theorem 2.2. We have that Wg^e^eL^U) and from this it follows that \g\~re lfl eL^(U\lh~l (0)
ng~l(0)']). An application of Lemma 2.8 gives that (p -(r -2) log \g\ePSH(U\ [^Wn/i-^O)]). The choice of g, h and U shows that H^n-i^' 1^)^^'1^)^ U) = 0 and Lemma 2.7 gives that (p -(r -2) log \g\ePSH(U).
Since a plurisubharmonic function has non-negative Leiong number, we get that Viogj^(zo) ^ ^(^o)/^ -2) and, by Definition 2.1, the order of the pole of /at ZQ is at most v^{zo)/(r -2). This ends the proof of Theorem 2. We shall now look at three different cases for the values of m and the k,: s.
(1) g = g^ i.e. the germ of g at ZQ is irreducible;
(2) g = ^ for some k^ ^ 2; (3) g=g\ 1 ... 6^, w^2 and ^.€^\{0}, 1 ^ f ^ w.
(1) Put X = {z e U: g{z) = 0} and denote by A^cg and ^sing the set of all regular points in X and the set of all singular points in X, respectively. The assumption on g and the choice of U shows that
{heO(U):h(z)=OifzeX}
is generated by g. Since H^.^(X^ng) = 0» Lemma 2.3 (fc) shows that { h e 0(17 \ A^ng): h{z) =0 if z e X \ A^.ng = A^eg} is also generated by g e 0(U \ X^). But A^eg is a submanifold of U\ X^y so Lemma 2.6 gives that <p -(r -2) log |^|€PSH([/\ AT^) and, since H^^(X^) = 0, Lemma 2.7 shows that (p ~ (r -2) log \g\ ePSH{U). With the same arguments as in (1) and (2) Remark. -From the proof of Lemma 2.8 it easily follows that if the denominator g of / is equal to g^1 ... g^ in a neighbourhood of ZQ and if g^Zo) = 0, ki > 1 for some f, then the order of the pole of / at ZQ is strictly less than v^(zo)/(r -2). Corollary 2.9 is just a restatement of Lemmas 2.3 (a) and (fc) and Theorem 2.2 when <p€PSH(n).
In order that / shall have an extension that is not holomorphic it is obviously necessary that q ^ 2, since P must contain the set of poles of the extension and, for the same reason, it is also necessary that the set {z e 0: v^(z) ^ r -2} has codimension 1.
Remark. -If we in the statement of Theorem 2.2 let / e M(Q \ P) instead of / e 0(Q \ P), then Theorem 2.2 is still valid, i.e. / extends meromorphically to 0 and the order of the pole at ZoeP is at most v^(zo)/(r -2). This follows from the fact that the set A={zeQ: / is not holomorphic in a neighbourhood of z} has locally finite (2n -2)-dimensional Hausdorff measure, so if we just replace P by P' = P u A then the proof of Theorem 2.2 given above applies. (Note that, since the envelope of holomorphy is the same as the envelope of meromorphy, we can still assume that q ^ 2.) Proof. -As in the proof of Theorem 2.2 we can assume that q ^ 2. Put \|/ = rep where r > q/(q -1), then we get that !/['' e^ d'k < + oo and thus Jv Theorem 2.2 gives that / extends meromorphically to ft. We denote this extension also by / Theorem 2.2 also gives that the order of the pole of/ at ZQ is at most v^(zo)/(r -2) = rv^(zo)/(r -2). Since r > qj{q -1) was arbitrarily chosen we get, letting r -+ + oo, that the order of the pole of/ at ZQ is at most v^(zo).
Remark. -The assumption that H ^.^(P) is \oca\\y finite in Corollary 2.10 is essential. This is seen by the following example :
Let ft = C \B(0, 1) and P == {zeC: z < 0}, then H^.^P) = H^(P} is locally finite. Let / be the principal branch of log z, then fe 0(ft \ P) and log |/(z)| ^ log |z| 4-n in ft\,P. -log |z| -7ieP5H(ft), but / has no meromorphic extension to ft.
This example also shows that the assumption in Theorem 2.2 that H^n-q(P) is locally finite for some q > 1 is essential.
Remark. -It is possible to weaken the assumptions made on the plurisubharmonic function (p in Corollary 2.10: if we assume that H^-q(P) is locally finite for some q > 1 and that P is a removable singularity set for the bounded plurisubharmonic functions (U. CEGRELL [2] ), then we only need to assume that (f>ePSH(V\P) and e^eLi^F), where 1/p -^ 1/q = l (U. CEGRELL [3] ). The method of the proof of the existence of an extension under these assumptions is similar, but does not use Theorem 2.2, and we do not, in general, get an estimate of the order of the pole of/ as in corollary 2.10. COROLLARY 2.11. -l£t P be a closed subset of Ci such that H^.y(P) is locally finite for some q > 1. Suppose that f is a function on ft such that f e 0(ft \ P)
:nd log I/I e 8PSfl(ft) (i.e. log |/| = (p -i(/ a.e. \vhere (p, i|/ e P5H(ft)). Then f extends meromorphically to Q.
Proof. -As in the proof of Theorem 2.2 we can assume that q ^ 2. Let ZQ e P be given. If log |/| = (p -\|/ a.e., then there exists a neighbourhood V of ZQ in ft and a real constant c such that log |/| $ c -x| / in V. We rewrite this inequality as log |/| < -^ where ^/ = -c -h v|/ePSJ¥(^). From Corollary 2.10 it now follows that / extends meromorphically to ft.
Remark. -The assumption that H^-^P) is locally finite for some q > 1 is essential in Corollary 2.11. This is seen by the following example : Let n = 1 andft=C\{0}. Put Then log |/(z)| = sup (log |z|, -log |z|) in ft so log |/|ePSJf(ft) c 8PSAT(ft), but / has no meromorphic continuation to ft. (Here P = {zeC: |z| = 1} and thus H^n-^P) = H^(P) is locally finite.)
